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About This Game

EVIL STAR
Is a horizontal scroll strategy leisure arcade game, you just need to use the left and right button to control the direction of the

spaceship!
You need to operate your spaceship to avoid asteroids, collect energy balls. Steam clouds and leaderboards supported, compete

with your friends now!

~ game features ~!
# extremely simple operation:

You only need to control the mouse button to rotate the spaceship!

#8 unique spaceship:
There are 8 spaceships in the game waiting for our commander to unlock!

At the same time, the 8 ships also represent 8 unique costumes suits for our heroine!
Every time you unlock a ship, you can get one more chances to fly in one game!

# collocation skills:
Each spaceship in the game has only one of its own unique skills, and the five level waits for our commander to upgrade!

You may need several simple games to explore the role of each skill, after several games,you will get the sikll.
when your spaceship is damaged unfortunately, another spaceship can take over immediately!

At this point, you need to collect enough energy based on the different skills of different spaceships!
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# competitive ranking:
You will compete with global players who collect the most energy and The highest scores were obtained in a single flight!

The game through the Steam leaderboards to overview the score!
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Title: EVIL STAR
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Racing, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
ZOV GAME STUDIO
Publisher:
ZOV GAME STUDIO
Release Date: 2 Nov, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Vista/Windows 7/8/8.1/10 (32bit/64bit)

Processor: 1.6 GHz

Graphics: intel Graphics

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 300 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0 Compatible Sound

English,Japanese,French,Italian,German,Danish,Ukrainian,Russian,Bulgarian,Hungarian,Turkish,Greek,Norwegian,Czech,Polis
h,Thai,Swedish,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,Romanian,Finnish,Dutch,Port
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Fun little space game with waifus and an in depth ship upgrade process. Price for content and time spent seems decent.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/644HRpRJOzQ. It's a very simple premise, but like the Atari games of old, there is a surprising amount of
strategy involved, and it becomes very addictive as you use the points you collect to both unlock and optimize the ships.

While it's not going to win any game of the year awards anytime soon, it's more than worth it if you can get the game on sale for
a couple bucks.. Simple game, use mouse buttons to rotate the ship to dodge asteroids and collect "energy balls". It is a game to
set a high score and then beat that score. I find it to be a great time-killer when time is limited; gotta leave in 15 minutes? Play a
round on this. My rating and recommendation would be the same without the included nudity.. This game is disappointingly, and
unsurprisingly simple. It may be an arcade game, but it is shallow and has very repetitive gameplay... with no engaging mechanic
to speak of that you can actually control, let alone predict. The power-ups are underwhelming at best, controls are limited to left
and right mouse buttons for turning and that's all you get, but they are klunky as hell which the obstacles\/asteroids are going to
hit your puny and weak ship repeatedly and inevitably. Don't even consider going back where you came from because the way
this thing is coded, there's going to be rocks all over the place you just were and if you get yourself blown up with one ship,
you're likely going to get yourself killed within the next 5 seconds. No respawn invicibility here.

It's an excercise in frustration if you're buying this game because of the nudity and sexual content(which are MIA) tags... you're
not gonna find those in EVIL STAR.

This garbage is clearly intended to cash in on the new steam policies with as little effort put into it as possible. I'm getting this
refunded right away.. I got this as part of a bundle and after playing it for a bit it isn't worth the time. The controls are simple
L\/R mouse click while your ship(?) goes in constant forward as you try to avoid asteroids and collect starburst. Save your
money and your time by google searching for the anime images online.
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This game answerd the question "how do you make a Idiod buy a bad game?" -put a girl on the TILLE SCREEN ONLY,. I
bought this piece of s**** with a coupon. I can say i regret the under 1\u20ac i spent. The gameplay it's so tedious that you
might as well play it if you suffer from insomnia. I can guarantee almost instant results.
I still don't understand the purpose of the semi-naked woman but i guess she is supposed to make the game more attractive. I
bought this for the achievements (i am a compulsive achivement hunter) and that's the only reason i have 8.7h of gameplay.
Strongly recommend to stay away from it even for a 90% discount. The original price just makes me laugh.
Consider yourselves warned!! ;P. Arcade at it's simplest.. Only got this as part of a cheap bundle. It controls horribly. You use
left click and right click to pivot your spaceship left and right. I unlocked the first new ship and it travels faster but also pivots
faster which makes it even harder to control. The game is pretty boring. All you do is try to pick up glowing orbs while avoiding
asteroids. It's also buggy. When you die in the newer spaceships you revert back to the default spaceship until you go back to the
main menu.. Evil Star is a arcade game, this is a top down spaceship game with progressive system, but no random generated
maps, easy controls, its a very good game, I had a great time with what I have played so far, looking forward for all the cool
unlockables, easy to recommend a good arcade game to basicaly anyone, casual gamers and hardcore arcade fanatics like
myself.

+amazing controls
+awesome unlockables
+progressive gameplay
+shumup

10\/10
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